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ABSTRACT: Social network is the networking of communications which bond the people cooperatively
and comprise the flow of information connecting people, business connections. Mobile social networks as
promising social communication platforms have achieved enormous attention in recent times. Privacy
preservation is an important issue of research in social networking. The protection of user’s privacy is
connected to their profiles and their results of profile matching. The protocols of profile matching allow
the users to get hold of the results of profile matching which enclose partial information of profile and can
be categorized on the basis of profiles format and the types of matching functions into three classes such
as non anonymity, conditional anonymity and full anonymity. A family of novel protocols such as profile
matching approaches of explicit comparison-based with conditional anonymity which allows two users to
measure up to their values of attribute on a specific attribute devoid of revealing the values to each other;
implicit comparison-based the responder organizes numerous categories of messages where two messages
are created for each group; and implicit predicate-based with full anonymity permits the comparisons of
numerous attributes intended for profile matching were introduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social network is a set of connections, where the
entities are consisted by nodes, and the edges
consist of the interactions between these entities.
In social networking the data is mainly located on a
single server makes the access control system
weaker by the prevention of the data security. The
social websites includes greatly extended range of
possible communications, permits us to distribute
messages, pictures, and files. In the mobile social
networks, users are capable to correspond with
peers in close vicinity by means of restricted
wireless communications. Mobile social networks
hold up numerous promising applications and the
current research efforts have been put on to
advance the effectiveness of the communications
among the users of mobile social networks [4].
Several protocols were developed on specialized
data routing in addition to forwarding related with
the social features revealed from the user’s
behaviour. Mobile social networks as promising
social communication platforms have achieved
enormous attention in recent times and profile
matching acts as a significant initial step to assist
users, in particular strangers, initialize discussion
with each other in a distributed mode [10]. Privacy
preservation is an important issue of research in
social networking shown in fig1. In view of the fact
that more personalized data is shared with the
public, violating the confidentiality of a target user
turns out to be much easier. There are quite a lot of
existing schemes of homomorphic encryption that
support several operations such as addition as well
as multiplication on ciphertexts [8]. To triumph
over the privacy violation of privacy in mobile

social networks, numerous techniques of privacy
enhancing have been adopted into the applications
of mobile social networks. The protection of user’s
privacy is connected to their profiles and their
results of profile matching. The protocols of profile
matching allow the users to get hold of the results
of profile matching which enclose partial
information of profile [1] [6]. The results of profile
matching may possibly cause behaviour linkage in
assured conditions such that the exposed profile
information will be related to break anonymity of
the user. The profile matching can be categorized
on the basis of profiles format and the types of
matching functions into three classes such as non
anonymity, conditional anonymity and full
anonymity [11]. A protocol of profile matching
providing non-anonymity if after attackers carrying
out numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the
probability of accurately estimating the user profile
equals to 1. A profile matching protocol attains
conditional anonymity if after attackers carrying
out numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the
probability of exactly estimating the user profile is
larger than 1/ν. A protocol of profile matching
attains full anonymity if after attackers carrying out
numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the
probability of accurately estimating the profile of
the user is regularly 1/ν [3] [13]. In the
homogenous mobile social networks consisting of
N mobile users having equivalent range of wireless
communication which is bi-directional was
considered. The technique of multi-pseudonym was
accepted to preserve user identity and privacy of
location. A Trusted Central Authority is made used
for bootstrapping however not concerned in user
communication.
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Fig 1: An overview of social networking

II. METHODOLOGY

There are quite a lot of existing schemes of
homomorphic encryption that support several
operations such as addition as well as
multiplication on ciphertexts. A user is competent
to process the encrypted plaintext devoid of making
out the secret keys and due to this property; the
schemes of homomorphic encryption are
extensively used in aggregation of data and
computation explicitly for privacy-sensitive content
[14]. The model of Autoregressive is a classic tool
intended for understanding and forecasting a series
of time data and is often combined with the model
of Moving-Average to obtain complex model of
Autoregressive Moving Average which is intended
for generally improved accurateness. A family of
novel protocols such as profile matching
approaches of explicit comparison-based with
conditional anonymity, implicit comparison-based
and implicit predicate-based both with full
anonymity were introduced which rely on the
homomorphic encryption to defend the content of
user profiles from revelation and present increasing
levels of anonymity [9]. The protocol of explicit
comparison-based profile matching allows two
users to measure up to their values of attribute on a
specific attribute devoid of revealing the values to
each other. However, the protocol reveals the
assessment consequence to the initiator, and as a
result presents conditional anonymity. The protocol
has an essential phase of bootstrapping, where the
trusted central authority makes all the parameters
of the system, user pseudonyms in addition to
keying materials and moreover generates a pair of
private key: which is a secret key used to issue
certificates intended for user pseudonyms as well
as keying materials; and public key: which is open
to all users [5] [7]. The trusted central authority
makes disjoint sets of homomorphic public keys
and moreover disjoint sets of pseudonyms for
users. In the approach of implicit comparison-
based, the responder organizes numerous categories
of messages where two messages are created for
each group. The initiator can get hold of only one
message associated to one category intended for
each run. Throughout the protocol, the responder is
not capable to make out the type of the initiator’s
attention. Receiving of message in the category is
reliant on the result of comparison on a specified

feature. The responder does not make out the
message which was received by the initiator,
although the initiator cannot obtain the result of
comparison from the received message [2] [15].
The approach of implicit comparison-based profile
matching was extended to attain implicit predicate-
based profile matching which has the identical
anonymity property as the implicit comparison-
based profile matching. The implicit Comparison-
based Profile Matching and implicit Predicate-
based Profile Matching facilitates users to
anonymously appeal for messages and act in
response to the requests in accordance with the
result of profile matching, devoid of disclosing any
profile information [12]. The implicit predicate-
based profile matching permits the comparisons of
numerous attributes intended for profile matching.
The responder describes a predicate, which is a
logical expression made of numerous comparisons
among its own values of attribute and the initiator’s
values of attribute. The initiator accepts one
message from the responder in relation to the
specific category. Receiving of message in the
category relies on the attribute values of initiator
satisfying the predicate or not.

III. RESULTS

Two protocols with full anonymity such as implicit
Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit
Predicate-based Profile Matching were devised.
The implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching
and implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching
make available full anonymity. The implicit
Comparison-based Profile Matching handles profile
matching based on a single assessment of an
attribute whereas the implicit Predicate-based
Profile Matching is put into practice by means of a
logical expression made of numerous comparisons
spanning multiple attributes. The implicit
Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit
Predicate-based Profile Matching facilitates users
to anonymously appeal for messages and act in
response to the requests in accordance with the
result of profile matching, devoid of disclosing any
profile information.

IV. CONCLUSION

Social networks are mostly helpful, and maintain
social relationships mutually online and offline,
while the users are using them their information
may be available to the people who want to make a
mess of it. To triumph over the privacy violation of
privacy in mobile social networks, numerous
techniques of privacy enhancing have been adopted
into the applications of mobile social networks. A
family of novel protocols such as profile matching
approaches of explicit comparison-based with
conditional anonymity, implicit comparison-based
and implicit predicate-based both with full
anonymity were introduced. These protocols rely
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on the homomorphic encryption to defend the
content of user profiles from revelation and present
increasing levels of anonymity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social network is a set of connections, where the entities are consisted by nodes, and the edges consist of the interactions between these entities.  In social networking the data is mainly located on a single server makes the access control system weaker by the prevention of the data security. The social websites includes greatly extended range of possible communications, permits us to distribute messages, pictures, and files.  In the mobile social networks, users are capable to correspond with peers in close vicinity by means of restricted wireless communications. Mobile social networks hold up numerous promising applications and the current research efforts have been put on to advance the effectiveness of the communications among the users of mobile social networks [4]. Several protocols were developed on specialized data routing in addition to forwarding related with the social features revealed from the user’s behaviour. Mobile social networks as promising social communication platforms have achieved enormous attention in recent times and profile matching acts as a significant initial step to assist users, in particular strangers, initialize discussion with each other in a distributed mode [10]. Privacy preservation is an important issue of research in social networking shown in fig1. In view of the fact that more personalized data is shared with the public, violating the confidentiality of a target user turns out to be much easier. There are quite a lot of existing schemes of homomorphic encryption that support several operations such as addition as well as multiplication on ciphertexts [8]. To triumph over the privacy violation of privacy in mobile social networks, numerous techniques of privacy enhancing have been adopted into the applications of mobile social networks. The protection of user’s privacy is connected to their profiles and their results of profile matching. The protocols of profile matching allow the users to get hold of the results of profile matching which enclose partial information of profile [1] [6]. The results of profile matching may possibly cause behaviour linkage in assured conditions such that the exposed profile information will be related to break anonymity of the user.  The profile matching can be categorized on the basis of profiles format and the types of matching functions into three classes such as non anonymity, conditional anonymity and full anonymity [11]. A protocol of profile matching providing non-anonymity if after attackers carrying out numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the probability of accurately estimating the user profile equals to 1. A profile matching protocol attains conditional anonymity if after attackers carrying out numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the probability of exactly estimating the user profile is larger than 1/ν. A protocol of profile matching attains full anonymity if after attackers carrying out numerous runs of the protocol with a user, the probability of accurately estimating the profile of the user is regularly 1/ν [3] [13]. In the homogenous mobile social networks consisting of N mobile users having equivalent range of wireless communication which is bi-directional was considered. The technique of multi-pseudonym was accepted to preserve user identity and privacy of location. A Trusted Central Authority is made used for bootstrapping however not concerned in user communication. 
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Fig 1: An overview of social networking


II. METHODOLOGY

There are quite a lot of existing schemes of homomorphic encryption that support several operations such as addition as well as multiplication on ciphertexts. A user is competent to process the encrypted plaintext devoid of making out the secret keys and due to this property; the schemes of homomorphic encryption are extensively used in aggregation of data and computation explicitly for privacy-sensitive content [14].  The model of Autoregressive is a classic tool intended for understanding and forecasting a series of time data and is often combined with the model of Moving-Average to obtain complex model of Autoregressive Moving Average which is intended for generally improved accurateness. A family of novel protocols such as profile matching approaches of explicit comparison-based with conditional anonymity, implicit comparison-based and implicit predicate-based both with full anonymity were introduced which rely on the homomorphic encryption to defend the content of user profiles from revelation and present increasing levels of anonymity [9]. The protocol of explicit comparison-based profile matching allows two users to measure up to their values of attribute on a specific attribute devoid of revealing the values to each other. However, the protocol reveals the assessment consequence to the initiator, and as a result presents conditional anonymity. The protocol has an essential phase of bootstrapping, where the trusted central authority makes all the parameters of the system, user pseudonyms in addition to keying materials and moreover generates a pair of private key: which is a secret key used to issue certificates intended for user pseudonyms as well as keying materials; and public key: which is open to all users [5] [7].  The trusted central authority makes disjoint sets of homomorphic public keys and moreover disjoint sets of pseudonyms for users. In the approach of implicit comparison-based, the responder organizes numerous categories of messages where two messages are created for each group. The initiator can get hold of only one message associated to one category intended for each run. Throughout the protocol, the responder is not capable to make out the type of the initiator’s attention. Receiving of message in the category is reliant on the result of comparison on a specified feature. The responder does not make out the message which was received by the initiator, although the initiator cannot obtain the result of comparison from the received message [2] [15]. The approach of implicit comparison-based profile matching was extended to attain implicit predicate-based profile matching which has the identical anonymity property as the implicit comparison-based profile matching. The implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching facilitates users to anonymously appeal for messages and act in response to the requests in accordance with the result of profile matching, devoid of disclosing any profile information [12]. The implicit predicate-based profile matching permits the comparisons of numerous attributes intended for profile matching. The responder describes a predicate, which is a logical expression made of numerous comparisons among its own values of attribute and the initiator’s values of attribute. The initiator accepts one message from the responder in relation to the specific category. Receiving of message in the category relies on the attribute values of initiator satisfying the predicate or not. 


III. RESULTS

Two protocols with full anonymity such as implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching were devised. The implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching make available full anonymity. The implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching handles profile matching based on a single assessment of an attribute whereas the implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching is put into practice by means of a logical expression made of numerous comparisons spanning multiple attributes. The implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching and implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching facilitates users to anonymously appeal for messages and act in response to the requests in accordance with the result of profile matching, devoid of disclosing any profile information.


IV. CONCLUSION

Social networks are mostly helpful, and maintain social relationships mutually online and offline, while the users are using them their information may be available to the people who want to make a mess of it. To triumph over the privacy violation of privacy in mobile social networks, numerous techniques of privacy enhancing have been adopted into the applications of mobile social networks. A family of novel protocols such as profile matching approaches of explicit comparison-based with conditional anonymity, implicit comparison-based and implicit predicate-based both with full anonymity were introduced. These protocols rely on the homomorphic encryption to defend the content of user profiles from revelation and present increasing levels of anonymity.
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